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Enclosed are two copies of a self-explanatory letter troas - 

Attorney Jerome A. Perles, Perles, Cohen, Estrow, Kicefeld & Levy, mr 

591 Riadigon Avenue, New York, New York, Pros:ptly contact Mr. Perles 

orally acknowledge his letter to the Bureau and determine the current : 

whereabouts of Photographer Eddie Rocco. Thereafter set out a lead to 

have Rocco interviewed for any information of possible interest. The: ows" 

Bureau tg to be advised the results of this interview within three days ¢ of - en . 
the date of your teletype setting out this lead, 
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2 - Dallas - Enclosures (2) (44-1639) 
1 -Mr. Belmont - Enclosure 
1 - Mr.-Rosen - Enclosure 
1-Mr., MeGowan - Enclosure 
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iF ‘NOTE: The > Civil Rights Section of the General Tavestigative ° ae 

Division has no information indicating that either Rocco or Perlea 

hat€2 been mentioned in any communication received to date 

concerning this case.” Upon approval of this communication, 

this matter will be followed by the Civil Rights Section. ::- 

Bufiles reflect limited prior contact with” 
| GEM:Ich ys Perles In connection with his desire for * 

assistance in obtaining material on crime. 
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oo for subsequent publication, Last outgoing to-"~.:* 
ee, him dated 5-3-47 declined bis request to réceive 
wee : the FBI Law Enforcement Bulletin. (94-4-5950-3 

9 \ "Gan, £1953); 14-2056-19; 14,2890-40; and 
Cy 9 fog, $9-1088- 144). f.      
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